Fontaine® Air Actuated Locks
Make Safer, Easier Uncouplings
1. Safety
Fontaine has earned a reputation for safety throughout the trucking industry. The air actuated fifth wheel lock is yet another example illustrating the point:

- Fifth wheel will not unlock unless the parking brake is engaged
  - This fail-safe feature can be a part of your complete safety program
- Reduces manual labor and potentially reduces worker’s comp claims
- Two key safety features of the Fontaine fifth wheel remain in place.
  - The positive secondary lock
  - Pull handle which functions as a lock indicator

2. Convenience
Even though the pull-force required to disengage the Fontaine No-Slack® II lock is the lowest in the industry, there is one lock that is even easier – The Fontaine Air Actuated No-Slack® II:

- The driver simply applies the trailer’s parking brake...
- Backs into the trailer...
- Applies the tractor’s parking brake...
- Then simply flips the dash mounted switch which opens the Air Actuated Fontaine Fifth Wheel
- No grease on the driver’s hands or clothes – one less injury opportunity for your company

NEW
Improved Air Cylinder

- New resin-matrix design from a proprietary composite material is inherently self-lubricating for smoother operation and extended product life
- Reduced friction on the wear surface improves the sealing performance, extends the seal life and virtually eliminates piston sticking
- High resistance to corrosion– even in hostile environments!